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Since 2008, the financial Tsunami has engulfed the entire world, has sounded 
the alarm while our country economy swift development's for us, when this 
economical cold winter, must strengthen the enterprise internal management, 
improves the staff quality, the strengthened team constructs, thus after economic 
crisis holds the market opportunity rapidly, raises the business economic benefit. 
The achievements inspection is helping the organization one of as human 
resources management. In particular, the sales department, the achievements 
inspection is reasonable or not the immediate influence sale organization's sales 
efficiency is the company sales management strategy important component. But the 
seller is one of enterprise most precious resources, becomes focal point which we 
pay attention. Therefore establishes a set of effective achievements inspection 
system in view of the seller, guides the seller with the correct value guidance to 
carry on the sale, has become a passenger train enterprise when the cold winter tries 
key point which improves.  
The X enterprise was founded in 1988, the initial period seized when the 
market opportunity has established enterprise's foundation, because the company 
internal management was bad, the product development could not follow the market 
demand promptly, fell behind in the passenger train market development's gold time 
other enterprises. After going on the market introduces the overseas vanguard 
technology, the perfect product mix, but the sales volume still halts. 
 Sells the question which now in view of a enterprise produces, through to the 
achievements inspection theory and a enterprise actual situation's analysis, proposed 
a enterprise seller strategic achievements inspection system improvement plan and 















through the bottleneck through the effective achievements inspection mechanism X 
enterprise, creates new high again, becomes the passenger train profession to 
command troops the enterprise. 
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